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The highly-dynamic pouch sorting system
designed for optimal order sequencing with a
performance of up to 10,000 load carriers per hour.
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about us

Supply Chain Asia is a not-for-profit professional body dedicated to bringing supply
chain and logistics professionals in Asia together. Our vision is to create platforms whereby members of
the community can come together to network, share and learn from one another. Our focus is to enable the
development of collaborative relationships and partnerships. Our mission is to make Supply Chain Asia your
community of choice.

Vision

Connect. Communicate. Collaborate. By empowering members with platforms to apply these
three crucial Cs, Supply Chain Asia intends to be the Community of Choice for Logistics and Supply Chain
Professionals living and working in Asia.
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for more details

contact us
ADMIN@ScASIA.ORG

ADVANCED, GOODS-TO-PERSON AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

www.swisslog.com

At Swisslog, our scalable future-ready automation systems and SynQ
warehouse a software are designed to give you the insight
and flexibility you need to meet your company’s changing demands.
So they’ll make as much sense tomorrow as they do today.
E: wds.sg@swisslog.com

Message from
The Publications Committee
T

he world we live in today is at an inflexion point and it is propelling toward new
normals at a formidable rate. As a result, the future of anything has been a topic of
intense discussion and it is also one that is intensely hypothesised. We each see
through the lens of the most significant frame but no matter which perspective, we need
to agree that technology will be disrupting entire value networks and this will chart a
direction for the future.
We live in amazing times where companies with no-assets are positioned to dominate
global logistics, retail, accommodation and media. Whichever the industry, we are now
expected to reimagine business models for exponential change. Software is still eating the
world and companies will have to restructure around different economics.
Supply chains and logistics are unnecessarily complex due to its spatial reach. This
complexity is exacerbated by the dynamism of each industry that it enables and in recent
years, the tightening clockspeed of the double helix. Such complexity creates high barriers
to entry but it is also a competitive force that can influence the balance.
As an entrepot that is also a gateway to ASEAN, Singapore is well-positioned to coordinate
operations throughout the region and assume the role of a control tower that orchestrates
the network of supply chains in Asia. Such a function will allow firms to both create value
for the ultimate end user and capture value through symbiotic relationships. To maximise
these values, it is imperative that we understand the different facets of technology,
ascertain how each facet can play a fundamental role in reshaping an entire industry and
embrace that change.
“It’s not about ideas. It’s about making ideas happen.” To realise these changes, it is
important to build our core competencies and follow through with the execution. To build
these competencies and to create greater awareness, the Supply Chain and Logistics
Innovation Playground (SCLIP) was launched on 31 August 2017. Since then, the playground
has hosted more than 4,000 visitors from the region all of whom yearn to understand how
these confluence of technologies can be leveraged to influence that balance.
As a community platform, Supply Chain Asia supports innovation adoption through this
playground. It is our hope that everyone continues to support these efforts, and importantly,
benefit from it as we journey towards another industrial revolution.
Together, we can do something extraordinary.

Dr Koh Niak Wu
Chairman, Publications Committee
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JDA Software is the Supply
Chain Innovator (Software
and Systems) for the year
2017. Thank you, Supply
Chain Asia, for this
recognition!

Industry developments

Singapore launched
another Industry
Transformation Map for
Sea Transport Sector
The Industry Transformation Map (ITM) is Singapore’s government
broader sector sector-focused strategies to sustain growth
& competitiveness in its economy & industries. A budget of
S$4.5b Industry Transformation Programme was announced at
the government budget in 2016. The programme will integrate
different restructuring efforts, taking a targeted and industryfocused approach to address issues and deepen partnerships
between government, firms, industries, trade associations and
chambers.
On 12th January 2018, the country launched its 16th ITM – the Sea
Transport ITM. “The Sea Transport Industry Transformation Map
(ITM) will build on existing strategies to develop the Singapore port
and strengthen its international maritime centre - with the vision
for Singapore to become a global maritime hub for connectivity,
innovation and talent” said Dr. Lam Pin Min, the Senior Minister
of State for Transport in the Singapore’s government.
The Sea Transport ITM, which covers port, shipping and maritime
services is spearheaded by the Maritime and Port Authority of
Singapore (MPA) in partnership with the industry, unions and other
government agencies. The maritime industry, including the marine
and offshore engineering sector, employed more than 170,000
people and contributed 7 per cent to Singapore’s economy last
year.
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Temasek and Kuehne + Nagel to create joint venture for
investments in logistics technology start-ups
Temasek, a Singapore headquartered investment company,
and Kuehne + Nagel, a leading global logistics group, signed a
Memorandum of Understanding to establish a joint venture to
invest globally in early stage companies developing cutting-edge
technology for logistics and supply chains.
The joint venture is targeting investments in early stage
companies which are developing technologies and services with
the potential to transform traditional business models in logistics,
improve efficiency and provide an enhanced value proposition for
the consumers.
The cooperation will focus particularly on the areas of big data and
predictive analytics, artificial intelligence, blockchain, and robotics.

Financial Agreements for JD Logistics Will Enhance
Their Supply Chain Network

JD is bringing its autonomous delivery vehicles to the
streets of Tianjin.

JD.com, Inc. had made financial agreements for the financing of JD
Logistics with investors such as Tencent, China Development Bank
Capital FOF, China Merchants Group, and China Structural Reform
Fund. JD.com will continue to exist as the major shareholder of
JD Logistics with 81.4%. Financing of JD Logistics is estimated
to close in the first quarter of 2018. This, however, is subject to
customary closing conditions.

As part of its commitment to support smart cities, JD is launching
a new project today in Tianjin to make the city more efficient. In
cooperation with the Tianjin Economic-Technological Development
Area (TEDA), JD will seek to leverage its big data, AI and other
advanced technologies to support Tianjin’s smart city initiative.
JD and the Tianjin government marked the launch of the strategic
partnership with the debut of JD’s autonomous delivery vehicles
in Tianjin. After extensive testing in campus environments, this is
the first time the vehicles will be used in a public, urban setting.

By building out their logistics network it had enabled JD Logistics
to become the leader in this industry as it is today. JD Logistics
will continue supporting JD.com’s e-commerce business and the
logistical needs for a broader scale of industries in the future.
The total amount raised in this funding round is approximately
$2.5 billion. The financial merger seems to be the choice that both
parties took to enhance their collaborative effort. Not only will this
benefit them, it could also pave the way for other companies to
act when it comes to financing and widening their network in this
industry.

As part of the agreement, Tianjin will serve as a research,
manufacturing and testing base for JD’s smart logistics technology
including robots, drones, and autonomous delivery vehicles. JD,
together with the Tianjin Hehai Fund and TEDA, also launched
a fund with an initial investment of billions of RMB to support
startups in advanced tech industries including robotics, AI, smart
manufacturing, smart cities, and smart ports.
In addition to this agreement, JD also will conduct pilot testing for
its autonomous delivery vehicles in Tianjin’s Sino-Singapore Ecocity. For months, JD has been testing these robots for delivery
on China’s university campuses and with its own employees
around its headquarters in Beijing. In Tianjin, the tests mark a
big step for JD’s vehicles, as they will be required to navigate
more complicated public areas with both vehicle and pedestrian
traffic instead of confined areas like university campuses and
office buildings. JD expects to begin real delivery operations via
its autonomous vehicles in Tianjin before the company’s June 18
anniversary this year.

JD.com Announces Investment in Tiki, Vietnam’s Leading B2C E-Commerce Platform
JD.com, China’s largest retailer, has gained another foothold in Southeast Asia with its strategic investment in Tiki, Vietnam’s leading B2C
e-commerce platform. JD has signed the share subscription agreement as co-lead investor in Tiki’s recent Series C round of financing.
The closing of the Series C round is subject to satisfaction of customary closing conditions. Upon completion of this investment, JD.com
will become one of Tiki’s largest shareholders.
JD will partner with Tiki in a range of areas including merchandising, cross-border trade, logistics and fulfillment, technology, financing, and
operational capabilities. JD already has an established e-commerce platform in Indonesia, and recently partnered with Thai conglomerate
Central Group to enter Thailand. With its investment in Tiki, JD adds Vietnam to its growing Southeast Asia presence.
Tiki and JD will cooperate to deliver a wider authentic selection from global brands to consumers, while helping Vietnamese local brands
in expanding internationally via JD’s global platform.
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DHL Launches Global Trade Barometer
Logistics giant Deutsche Post DHL Group launched the Global
Trade Barometer, an index designed to present the current state of
global trade and provide insight on movement in the next months.
The underlying value of the Barometer is created from DHL
logistics data that has been evaluated using artificial intelligence.
The Barometer is based on import and export data for a variety
of commodities that show industrial production trends. Index
sources include aggregated market data from air and containerized
ocean freight in seven countries accounting for 75% of world
trade. An index value above 50 indicates a positive development
while below 50 suggest a drop in world trade. Testing of the index
against historic data shows a correlation between its value and
real containerized trade and the Barometer provides a threemonth forward-looking estimate.

Toll Group Introduces the Next-Generation eCommerce
Distribution Centre
Toll Group officially launched a new distribution centre in Western
Sydney. This next-generation distribution centre aims to help
retailers deliver to their customers more efficiently and at a faster
rate.

The Barometer was developed by DHL and Accenture and will
be published quarterly. Accenture will provide data modeling and
predictive analysis to forecast future trade trends.

The facility; a product of the collaboration between Toll Group and
apparel retailer Specialty Fashion Group (SFG), is a solution that
would meet retailers and consumers’ needs. Both Toll Group and
SFG worked closely together from design to development stages.
The multi-user facility will solve the demands of today’s market
and their productivity will improve fivefold. It will not only provide
better service to Australian and international consumers but also
determination, vision, and an appetite for change to progress in a
competitive global market.

Artificial Intelligence Software Market to Reach
USD$89.8 Billion in Annual Worldwide Revenue by
2025
Artificial intelligence (AI) is key to how consumer internet
companies operate today, allowing them to roll out hyperpersonalized services by following an “AI first” strategy.

UPS Sues EU for $2.1 Billion Compensation
United Parcel Service Inc. (UPS) is suing the European Union (EU)
1.7 billion euros ($2.1 billion) as compensation for the damage it
had suffered due to EU’s regulators wrongly vetoed UPS’ attempt
of TNT bid.
The compensation includes interest and taxes UPS would have to
unexpectedly pay. EU courts are being called upon to meticulously
inspect the commission’s powers. Firms are also fighting EU’s
decisions to open probes, how they agree on concessions with
companies, and their focus in a merger review.
According to UPS, the EU changed its economic analysis of a UPSTNT deal without UPS’ knowledge. Until the commission’s appeal
is concluded, the court will then make a decision to consider each
case in parallel or delay a decision on UPS’ damages claim. The
final decision will likely take years to make.
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Compared to a few years ago, the AI market is starting to solidify
around real-world applications with the pace of change being
faster than it has ever been before, as startups and technology
providers rush to create platforms and targeted niche solutions for
solving specific enterprise problems. Tractica’s AI market forecast
is aimed at quantifying the software, hardware, and services
opportunity, building on a database of real-world use cases and
applications.
In sizing and forecasting the total global AI market, Tractica has
created a taxonomy of 266 real-world use cases for AI, distributed
across 29 different industry sectors and corresponding with six
major technology categories, plus multiple combinations of
technologies. The use cases are spread across three major meta
categories – vision, language, and analytics. Tractica’s analysis
shows that deep learning-based human perception based on
vision and language will be a bigger driver for AI in the long run.
At the same time, machine reasoning is emerging as an important
alternative to machine learning and deep learning, and the
technology can be used by companies to empower analytics and
language-driven AI. In its latest update, Tractica forecasts that
annual worldwide AI revenue will grow from $3.2 billion in 2016 to
$89.8 billion by 2025.

Abraaj Group, YJ Capital, and Monk’s Hill Ventures. Its aggregate
equity funding prior to this Series C transaction stands at $35.5
million. Financial documents indicate that the company has $118
million in issued share capital.
The company intends to use the capital raised in this Series C
funding round to further consolidate its presence across its
operating markets in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand,
Vietnam, and the Philippines.

TVS Asianics Acquires Pan Asia Logistics
Ninja Van raises USD87 million through Series C round
Singapore-based Ninja Van, technology-enabled logistics platform
that operates in Southeast Asia, has announced the conclusion
of a Series C funding round in 2017, according to a press release.
While financial terms of the Series C financing are undisclosed by
the firm, Tech in Asia reports it as being in excess of $85 million.
In September 2017, the firm was reported to be raising at least
$60 million and comes at a time when investment in supply chain
and logistics tech startups is expanding rapidly in Southeast Asia.
New investors in this round possibly include the likes of Taiwanbased ACE Capital and European parcel delivery firm DPDgroup,
which operates the commercial brands DPD, Chronopost and
SEUR. Goldman Sachs (Singapore) Pte. and Allen & Overy acted
as the financial advisor and legal counsel to Ninja Van for this
financing round. Data compiled by Crunchbase indicates that prior
to this round, the firm had closed a $2.5 million Series A round in
March 2015 from Monk’s Hill Ventures and a $30 million Series B
round in April 2016 that saw the participation of B Capital Group,

Singapore-based TVS Asianics announced their acquisition of Pan
Asia Logistics. The acquisition event was witnessed by high-profile
speakers from the High Commission of India to the Republic of
Singapore. The acquisition will provide more opportunities for TVS
Asianics at the same time making them as one of the fastestgrowing integrated transport and logistics networks throughout
Asia.
TVS Asianics’ global ocean and air freight forwarding volumes will
double through this acquisition. It provides TVS Asianics advanced
technology-driven contract logistics and distribution capabilities
throughout Asia. Through this acquisition, TVS Asianics’ vertical
coverage will complement with Pan Asia Logistics’ automotive,
electronics and pharmaceutical segments.
Pan Asia Logistics will keep an excellent service delivery and
have the same personalized customer focus. Pan Asia Logistics’
Chief Executive Officer Gerald Tan mentioned that the transaction
creates an opportunity for the company to improve the logistics
solutions with the latest technologies.

together
with
同期举办

Asia’s fresh
produce
trading hub
AsiaWorldExpo,
Hong Kong
亚洲新鲜
果蔬行业
贸易中心
2018年9月
5– 7 日

5 – 7 September 2018

ASIA FRUIT
LOGISTICA

中国香港
亚洲国际
博览馆
Global Produce Events GmbH
Bangkok office
Vibhavadi Tower B/ 51/3 Ngamwongwan
Ladyao • Chatuchak • Bangkok 10900
Tel +66-2-9412863
info@gp-events.com

www.asiafruitlogistica.com
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Global Distribution Center Singapore:
The foundation for another expansion
in the Asian-Pacific region

P

epperl+Fuchs, one of the world’s leading companies for
industrial sensors and technology for electrical shock
protection, decided to use the design and implementation
experience of the general contractor WITRON Logistik + Informatik
GmbH for the construction of the Global Distribution Center (GDC)
in Singapore. Pepperl+Fuchs has already worked with WITRON on
the successful implementation of its European Distribution Center
(EDC) at the company’s headquarters in Mannheim, Germany. The
intelligent processes in the GDC are characterized by numerous
highlights: High work quality and cost-efficiency, an innovative
goods-to-person solution, leading-edge workstations throughout
the entire material flow, an intelligent linking of logistics, production,
and distribution processes according to Smart Logistics 4.0, as well
as the optimal use of an existing space, which is very important in
Singapore. Moreover, the two sites in Singapore and Mannheim
permanently develop and utilize numerous synergies.

The four-aisle AS/RS is
equipped with 60,000
storage locations. The cartons
are divided into multiple
components and can store
97,000 different items.
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WITRON innovation: The
automated tray warehouse
was erected directly on
top of the manual pallet
warehouse.

The headquarters for the Asian parts
distribution is located in Singapore.
In addition, local sales offices of
Pepperl+Fuchs can be found in most
Asian countries to assure proximity to
the customer. The company has a small
manufacturing facility in China that offers
customized solutions in the area of
electrical shock protection. Pepperl+Fuchs
has looked at many Asian countries when
searching for the suitable location. With
its existing infrastructure, Singapore has
turned out to be a perfect logistics hub.
In addition, the country offers a solid
platform through trade agreements with
most European, American, and Asian
countries. A key factor when selecting the
location was also the legal security, which
the company knows very well already and
which had come to value due to its many
years of experience in Singapore.
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customers even faster with reduced stock
through this consolidation”, says Hatiboglu.
“In order to make this possible and keep
maximum flexibility, and cost-efficiency
during peak times, we decided to
implement an automated logistics center.”
Just like the existing EDC in Mannheim,
Germany, the plant in Singapore was
designed and realized by the general
contractor WITRON Logistik + Informatik
GmbH. System service and maintenance
is carried out by a WITRON OnSite team.
The specialists required for this work are
usually very easy to find, especially in
Singapore.

“Global Distribution Center (GDC)” in
the focus
The heart of the logistics network of
Pepperl+Fuchs in Asia is the automated
“Global Distribution Center (GDC)” in
Singapore. From here, the company
supplies and distributes all Pepperl+Fuchs
plants with a very broad product range.
“The main reason for the realization
of a global distribution center was the
consolidation process of the worldwide
stock for standard products”, says Mehmet
Hatiboglu, COO at Pepperl+Fuchs. “The
main share of our added value is within
these product areas in the production
plants in Biant, Vietnam, and in Singapore.”
The worldwide supply of the regional
distribution centers in Germany and the
U.S. from Asia certainly makes sense.
“We believe that we can supply our

The GDC supplies pre-picked raw, auxiliary,
and operating materials in small quantities
to the connected production area in the
same building and to a production plant
located 12 kilometers / 7 miles away. The
same materials are also shipped in larger
quantities to plants in Germany, the Czech
Republic, Indonesia, Vietnam, and the U.S.
Finished goods are sent in bulk shipments
to the distribution centers in Europe (EDC)
and the United States (UDC) each day via
air freight and once a week via sea freight.
In addition, up to 1,000 packages per day
are sent directly to Asian end customers
“door-to-door” via a courier service.
The customers of Pepperl+Fuchs have
direct access to the ordering systems
of the GDC so that the order can usually
be processed on the same day and the
goods are ready for dispatch within a
short time. One of the basic principles
of Pepperl+Fuchs is to ensure maximum
quality and transparency within the entire
supply chain – from manufacturing, via the
logistics center, transportation, and all the
way to the customer. The GDC is a central
component in this chain.
Largest single investment
company’s history

in

the

The business in Asia differs substantially
from other parts of the world due to
a number of factors. In general, Asian
customers tend to place very high
requirements. In addition to the high
quality demands in some regions, the
personal connection plays an equally
important role. “In addition, making
business can be complicated by the fact
that Asian customers do not place too
much emphasis on pro-active planning”,
says Hatiboglu. “Consequently, we
always need to be prepared for short
reaction times.” This especially requires
high availability and flexibility in terms of
manufacturing and logistics processes.

Be innovative • Be committed • Be successful

For every task,
the right solution

WITRON: expert for logistics and storage systems

It takes more than sound technology and know how to plan and realize the
best logistics systems.

WITRON Logistik + Informatik GmbH, established in 1971 (headquarters Parkstein,
Bavaria, Germany), designs, realizes, and operates customized logistics and
material flow systems that generate sustainable competitive advantages for its
clients. WITRON has all the decisive key elements of a successful project under
one roof: logistics design, information and control technology, mechanics
design and production, as well as functional responsibility as general contractor
for logistics. The WITRON Corporate Group has 2,800 employees worldwide.
WITRON’s annual revenue in 2016 amounted to 485 million Euros. Other
WITRON branches are located in Rimpar (Germany), Arlington Heights, Illinois
(USA), Toronto (Canada), Venray (The Netherlands), Stoke-on-Trent (UK), Madrid
(Spain), Strasbourg (France), and Singapore.
WITRON Singapore Pte. Ltd. I Singapore 228208 I wtun@witron.co.uk

www.witron.com

Due to the semi-automated order
picking, the pick performance is
three times higher than in the
previous manual process. Every
workstation is able to pick up to
eight orders at the same time.

With a total of 44 million Euros, the
GDC in Singapore is the largest single
investment within the company history of
Pepperl+Fuchs. The investment for the 32
meter / 105 feet high WITRON warehouse
amounts to some 12 million Euros. The AS/
RS contains 4 aisles. Every aisle is supplied
by a stacker crane with a mast length
of 18 meters / 59 feet. “The receiving
area is equipped with six “intelligent”
receiving workstations. Picking is done at
eleven leading-edge and multi-functional
workstations that can be converted from
a pick to a pack workstation and vice versa
at any time, and also to a workstation
for value-added service performances”,
says WITRON Project Leader Juergen
Huettemann. “Up to 4,600 order lines are
picked and packed on a daily basis.” The
system knows independently whether
these are large, medium, or small orders
and which individual circumstances have
to be considered for every order. As of
today, the GDC stores more than 97,000
SKUs. The filling degree is at an average of
80 percent. One third consists of finished
goods, the rest are raw and semi-finished
products.
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Pepperl+Fuchs has integrated universal workstations that can be
converted from a pick to a pack location - and vice versa - at any
time. It is also used for value added services.

High picking accuracy: Transparent dialogs
guide the pickers through every working step
of the process.

Interactions between Mannheim and
Singapore
“Currently, the main challenge when
distributing products for plant and process
automation is the increasing number of
customer-specific demands and countryspecific import regulations”, explains
Hatiboglu. “These include customerspecific barcode labels as well as the
online data transfer of shipments in
the respective country’s language.” In
order to map these issues accordingly,
Pepperl+Fuchs has set up a specific
line for special processing in its GDC. A
great benefit is the functional mapping
of all requirements within the WITRON
warehouse management system.
The decision to award WITRON the order
for implementing the project was made
very quickly due to the existing successful
partnership in Mannheim Germany.
The intensive and trustful cooperation
between Pepperl+Fuchs and WITRON
has worked very well right from the start
and has more than fulfilled the customer’s
expectations: high system performance,
lowest error rates, and best possible
customer service were some of the major
achievements. Now, the manufacturer
of sensors intends to accelerate the
additional expansion on the Asian

market by implementing the competitive
advantages achieved through the state-ofthe-art logistics center in Europe. “It goes
without saying that we have referred to
the positive experiences gained during the
automation of our “European Distribution
Center (EDC)” in Mannheim and want
to make use of them”, explains Hong
Han Thanh, Warehouse and Logistics
Director at Pepperl+Fuchs and responsible
for the South-Asian region. “Both
warehouses have similar constellations.
They supply the manufacturing area
with raw materials and end customers
with finished goods so that a “copy-andpaste” option with smaller adjustments
to the local requirements was the logical
consequence for us.” It was also easier for
the WITRON project team to understand
the business processes of Pepperl+Fuchs
Singapore and to implement the resulting
demands. “Another benefit is that we
communicate via the same IT interface”,
says Hong. “This, in turn, had led to the
fact that we were able to test and release
new functions in the EDC upfront so that
the GDC could immediately start with a
fully functional version.” By training the
employees from Singapore in Mannheim
and through the commissioning support
by employees from Mannheim on site in
Singapore, the ramp-up was handled in
next to no time without complications and
delivery interruptions.

In the meantime, the GDC stores
everything such as raw, semi-finished, and
finished goods, as well as auxiliary and
operating materials. The GDC consists of
three warehouse areas: the automated
small parts warehouse (AS/RS) with
60,000 trays, a long goods warehouse
with 400 locations, and a narrow aisle
pallet warehouse with 1,800 storage
locations.
Consistent integration of production
and logistics processes in terms of
Smart Logistics 4.0
Just like the warehouse in Mannheim,
the site in Singapore is also using the
Order Picking System (OPS), which has
proven itself in the parts distribution and
in E-Commerce applications across the
globe through the cost-efficient handling
of broad product ranges. The OPS
enables storage and order picking in one
system. The modularly designed solution
is an integration of automated small
parts warehouse (AS/RS) and upstream
picking workstations, which are largely
decoupled from the speed of the stacker
cranes through sequence buffers – or just
as recently realized for Pepperl+Fuchs
– through a transfer car solution. This
allows maximum individuality in all work
processes. The products are provided in
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All logistics areas at Pepperl+Fuchs - from receiving through to
production supply - are optimally connected through WITRON’s
technology.

the OPS at pick and pack workstations
according to the goods-to-person principle
and in an order-related manner. Due to
the flexibility of the system it is possible
to use trays, totes, cartons, and small
load carriers with different sizes, heights,
and compartments as load carriers.
The picking workstations are occupied
depending on the workload. In order to
store the very high number of different
products efficiently and in a space-saving
manner, the load carriers (cartons) used at
Pepperl+Fuchs are divided up to sixteen
times. The cartons are transported on
trays. The occupation of the trays is
automatically scanned in the receiving
area. Picking is done directly into shipping
boxes or into order boxes for production
supply. Every picking workstation is able
to process up to eight customer orders
at the same time. A multi-check system
consisting of pick-by-light system, placeto-light, and surface scanning ensures
maximum picking accuracy. Products from
Pepperl+Fuchs are used for plausibility
checks.
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Another special feature of the GDC is the
consistent intra-logistical connection of the
production area to the logistics operation.
An automatically guided transport system
(FTS) transfers the order from the logistics
to the production area and vice versa.
Once the production area has returned a
box with finished goods and stores it into
a pre-defined shelf an AGV (Autonomous
Guided Vehicle) will automatically be
requested via Wi-Fi. It picks up the box
from the production line in an autonomous
manner and transports it to an unloading
station. This is where the idea of Smart
Logistics 4.0 goes into effect: The box
is scanned, the registration takes place
in parallel in the background, and the
goods are immediately available. If the
system has open orders for this product
the box will be assigned immediately
and transported to the pick/pack location
instead of it being stored. This is called
“one touch handling” at Pepperl+Fuchs.
The registration of incoming goods is
done in real-time as a background process
and the goods are immediately available.
“If you think about intelligent, smart, and
efficient processes today, there is no way
around the philosophy of Smart Logistics
4.0”, says Project Leader Hong.

Innovation: AS/RS erected on top of the
pallet warehouse
As it is usual in Singapore due to the
local soil conditions, Pepperl+Fuchs has
erected the logistics center on stilts. For
this purpose, 200 bearing pillars with a
length of up to 40 meters / 131 feet have
been put into the ground. The construction
of a 32 meter / 105 feet high fire protection
wall between the logistics center and the
production and administration facility was
a huge challenge. In addition, land property
is very expensive in Singapore. “Due
to this, the optimal use of the existing
property was of utmost importance
for the project team”, says Hong. “This
has led to the implementation of a silo
solution.” For a high bay warehouse in silo
design, the rack serves as a load-bearing
component for roof and wall elements.
Moreover, WITRON installed the fully
automated tray warehouse directly on top
of the pallet warehouse – a solution that
is probably unique in the world. Thanks to
this construction method, the facility costs
could be reduced to a minimum.

Consistent intra-logistical
connection: AGVs pick up raw
materials from the AS/RS at
a transfer point to supply the
production area and return
finished goods to the transfer
point that need to be stored in
the AS/RS.
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“Based on these special conditions and
the missing spaces in Singapore, the
material flow is arranged over several
floors. The focus on maximum usability
of the height and efficient connection of
all areas, has been a new challenge for
WITRON as well”, says WITRON Project
Leader, Huettemann. “Of course, it was
a huge benefit that both companies knew
each other from previous projects and
that the IT interfaces were known to all
parties.” Nevertheless, all processes were
questioned regarding their interactions
between Mannheim and Singapore. “The
major approach was: How do decisions
impact Singapore and Mannheim and vice
versa”, says Huettemann. “In Singapore,
for example, we have adapted the order
consolidation process on various floors
and integrated the logistics processes for
a production order to the assembly lines.”
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Smart processes - high efficiency
Pepperl+Fuchs is very satisfied with what
has been achieved so far. “The availability
of the system is definitely above standard”,
says Project Leader Hong Han Thanh. “In
addition, the pick performance increased
significantly. Today, it is three times higher
in the automated logistics center than in
the previous manual warehouse, with
a rising trend.” Moreover, the “smart”
receiving registration process has made it
possible to completely register a 40-feet
container within three hours. In the old
warehouse, it took almost two days for
the last case to be registered and stored.
There are additional benefits coming
from the automation technology. The
operators at the workstations are guided
by the specifications given by the system.
“Thus, it is possible to apply “Poka-Yoke”
concepts to these workstations resulting
in a high work quality”, says Hong. “We
can also create synergies within the
Pepperl+Fuchs Group.” In the future, the
manufacturing area will pack its products
into load carriers, which are provided
with a clear identification number. Thus,
the receiving process can be even more
accelerated.

The GDC offers interesting expansion
possibilities for the future as well. “We
obtain a significantly better overview
in terms of design”, says Hong. “In
the future, we will be able to offer our
customers real-time information to
their orders, just like B2C companies
do.” Thanks to the expansion of the
warehouse, Pepperl+Fuchs can offer
additional cost-efficient performances
such as special packaging for customers
or the individual combination of complete
sets. Or as project leader Hong Han Thanh
puts it: “The GDC and its smart logistics
processes combined with a seamless
integration of the Asian manufacturing
plants have laid the foundation for the
expansion in the Asia-Pacific region.”

Author: Thomas Woehrle, specialized journalist, Karlsruhe
Project figures
Size of the logistics center:

7,350 square meters / 71,100 square feet

Implemented WITRON system:

OPS

Number of different products:

97,000

Picked order lines / day:

4,600

Tray storage locations in the AS/RS:

60,000

Cranes:

4

Repacking stations (receiving area):

6

Pick and pack workstations (order picking):

11

Storage locations - manual pallet warehouse:

1,600

Storage locations - manual long item warehouse:

400

About Pepperl+Fuchs:
Pepperl+Fuchs GmbH, headquartered in Mannheim,
Germany produces electronic components and sensors
for plant and process automation. These include
components for chemical plants and offshore platforms,
for the automotive industry, as well as mechanical
engineering and construction. The company is known as
a “pioneer and innovator in the sensor technology for
plant automation and as an expert in electrical explosion
protection for process automation”. Pepperl+Fuchs
currently employs 5,600 staff members across the
globe, almost half of them are based in the Asian-Pacific
region (APAC). The company’s turnover amounts to 555
million Euros, while Asia accounts for 137 million Euros.
The company operates more than 60 own sites and
subsidiaries across the globe, including 14 in the APAC
region.

“If you think about
intelligent, smart, and
efficient processes today,
there is no way around
the philosophy of Smart
Logistics 4.0”. Hong
Han Than, Warehouse
and Logistics Director
at Pepperl+Fuchs and
responsible for the SouthAsian region.

About WITRON:
WITRON Logistik + Informatik GmbH, founded in
1971 (headquartered in Parkstein, Bavaria, Germany),
designs and realizes customized logistics and material
flow systems that generate sustainable competitive
advantages for their clients. WITRON has all the decisive
key elements of a successful project under one roof:
logistics design, information and control technology,
mechanics design and production, as well as functional
responsibility as general contractor for logistics. The
WITRON Corporate Group has some 2,800 employees
worldwide. WITRON’s annual revenue in 20156
amounted to 485 million Euros (656 million USD). Other
WITRON branches are located in Rimpar (Germany),
Arlington Heights, Illinois (USA), Toronto (Canada),
Venray (The Netherlands), Stoke-on-Trent (UK), Madrid
(Spain), Strasbourg (France), and Singapore.

“Multi-functional
pick and pack
workstations
allow maximum
flexibility and
picking accuracy”.
WITRON Project
Manager Juergen
Huettemann.
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SMEs must plan for peaks as
the norm not the exception

E

-commerce is exploding in Asia, with e sales for Asia-Pacific expected to total US$1.37 trillion in
2017 according to e-Marketer1, and hitting the US$3 trillion by 2021. China took the lion’s share with
53.4% of total e-commerce sales in the region and 494 million buyers2. While numbers for Asia
Pacific can be skewed by China, it’s too simplistic to put this growth down to merely the China factor and
its huge domestic market. Interestingly cross-border transactions are surging with Forrester Research
projecting that cross-border sales will constitute 20% of e-commerce sales globally by 2022 with Asia
Pacific the largest region .
Two key considerations have emerged in the last two years in light of this phenomenal e-commerce
growth in Asia. One is the challenge of planning and optimizing operations to deal with these megaevent peak demands in addition to the traditional holidays. Secondly there is the prospect of a year of
multiple peak periods as opposed to just a handful of mega sales days and the Christmas rush. We see
heightened sales peaks recurring through the year with the emergence of brand-dedicated events such
as Dell’s Black Friday in July sale or eBay’s long-running Green Monday sale. While these are US-centric,
it would be no surprise to see others in Asia drive similar major promotions.
Planning for these one-off events must now become part of ongoing operational planning and not a oneoff project. Business operations must be ready for these spikes as they become part of daily business.
To best prepare for this dynamic shift in business operations, here are some key considerations to help
prime your business to prepare your next peak period and drive growth and expansion.

“Asia Pacific Retail and e-Commerce Sales 2016-2021”, eMarketer, August 9, 2017
“Forrester Data: Online Cross-Border Retail Forecast, 2017 To 2022 (Global)”, Forrester, April 20, 2017.

1, 2
3
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Global e-commerce requires a highly complex
ecosystem:
Whether it is peak season or not, we believe that global e-commerce must be supported by a highly integrated, scalable and complex
global ecosystem which few partners can genuinely provide. This ecosystem must encompass global reach and the power to reach
millions of consumers, but also secure payment, fulfillment, tracking, returns, even shopping cart management – but also the right
intelligence to expand choice, flexibility, and to customize the overall service experience.

Dynamic and customized experiences:
When demand hits peak loads, then flexibility and convenience are key to ensuring an optimal experience for both the end-consumer and
also for merchants.
For instance, expand alternative delivery options. As more and more consumers shop online, having a package shipped directly to their
doorstep is not always an option. So look to service providers who invest in more self-collection solutions like 7/11, locker boxes, as well
as more flexible and convenient delivery options like FedEx Delivery Manager, which allows recipients to customize home deliveries.
In the world of IoT, connected sensors and smart devices, the ability to provide near real-time monitoring from inside the shipping
package itself will not only be critical to businesses in healthcare, but also to shippers of food and other perishables, while also ensuring
consumers receive their goods in prime condition.
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Global and robust infrastructure:
When businesses are stretched to the limit you need your people focused on the business and leave the fulfillment and delivery process
to capable and trusted partners to worry about. Small and medium-sized businesses need access to a logistics network that helps them
achieve profitable, scalable, global growth. That is what services like FedEx Web Services – which recognises that businesses need help
to ship seamlessly to international locations – are all about.
The hot buzz-fueled areas of AI, IoT, big data and others are all being touted by players in the industry but no apps or innovations can
replace the aircraft, trucks or other infrastructure that underpin the physical transportation and delivery of goods. For your small and
medium business to be successful, you need to be supported by providers who have a global and robust infrastructure that ensures that
the physical process of fulfillment and delivery is executed flawlessly. So ensure your providers have the right infrastructure to help deliver
a truly global e-commerce experience.
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A sourcing plan for CATL:
A case study on the lithiumion battery supply chain
T

he global lithium-ion battery (LIB) market is expected to reach USD93.1 billion by 2025, growing
at a CAGR of 17.0%1. To date, the market for lithium-ion batteries was primarily driven by its
use in portable consumer electronics but there have been increased usage of LIBs in electric
vehicles (EVs) and grid storage systems owing to its high energy density and high safety level. This
shift in demand to include larger form factor batteries has catalysed new supply chain dynamics for
the materials used to make LIBs.
This sourcing plan was performed as a university class project for Procurement and Strategic Sourcing.
It was conducted purely through secondary research and only from publicly available information. The
sourcing plan serves to achieve the following strategic objectives:
1. reduce the current spend
2. reduce the supply chain lead time, and
3. create a positive environmental impact
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OPTIMIZING YOUR
MATERIAL FLOW

Your solution for productivity, reliability and safety.
Digital connectivity, automation and evermore individualized
products are the main drivers for change in intralogistics. But
this change affects each company in a different way.

Technological trends are only implemented when they achieve
added value for our customers. We provide thought-out
solutions, so that your requirements are met to a 100%.

Especially in times of change you can build on our strength:
For us at Linde there are no products of the rack.

LinDE – For your pErFormancE

3 www.linde-mh.com

About Contemporary Amperex Technology Limited (CATL)
CATL was founded in 2011 as a spinoff of Amperex Technology Limited (ATL), a large supplier of batteries for iPhones and other Apple
products. It is headquartered in Ningde, Fujian Province and operates manufacturing bases in Ningde, Qinghai and Liyang. They specialises
in manufacturing lithium-ion batteries for EVs and energy storage systems, as well as battery management systems (BMS). EV batteries
are primarily made of LiFePo (LFP) and NCM prismatic cells. CATL has more than 3,700 full time R&D personnel and laboratories around
the world. 6% of CATL’s annual sales are used for research and development which include materials study, product development,
engineering design, and test and verification.
Current state
• Current capacity at 7.6GWh2
− Annual sales volume for 2016 amounted to 6.8 GWh
• Aims to have a global lithium-ion production capacity of 50 GWh by 20203
• Current sourcing strategy is local sourcing as they aim to make world class products with materials and equipment sourced in China
(86% for equipment, 88% for materials) (see Figure 1)
• Opportunity
− Around US$15 million incentives4 under China’s 13th Five-Year Plan provided if CATL can halve battery costs to below 1 yuan
(≈S$0.20) per kilowatt hour and improve energy density by two-thirds
• Competitor analysis (see Figures 1 and 2)
− Domestic competitors: BYD, Guoxuan*, Lishen*
− International competitors based in China: Panasonic, Optimum, LG Chem
*Also nominated for incentives under China’s 13th Five-Year Plan

Figure 1: Location of CATL and their suppliers

Figure 2: CATL has the largest growth rate followed by BYD

Figure 3: BYD, Panasonic and CATL controls 52% of market share5
Grand View Research, “Lithium-Ion Battery Market”, August 2017.
Financial Times, “CATL aims for the top in electric vehicle battery market”, Nov. 2017
Reuters, “China battery giant CATL plans $2 billion IPO to fund expansion”, Nov. 2017
4
Reuters, “Power surge: Chinese electric car battery maker charges for global market”, Dec. 2016
5
SNE Research, “Lithium Ion Battery Cathode Technology Trend and Market Forecast”, Feb. 2017
1
2
3
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The analysis
Raw materials form the bulk of the spend (about 58%-60%) in the manufaturing of LIBs the major components of which are the cathode
(28.5%), separator (9.7%), electrolyte (8.2%) and anode (7.5%)6. A detailed look at CATL’s supply chain is shown in Figure 4.
(i) Reducing current spend
One of the most successful Li-ion systems is a cathode combination of nickel-manganese-cobalt (NMC cathode) and any expected supply
deficit of cobalt – cobalt makes up 60% of the cathode – will drive up prices of cathodes. As estimated prices for cathodes are expected
to increase at least until 2020, this would place it in a high impact, high probability quadrant of the risk matrix. To avoid rising cobalt prices,
our study recommends that CATL secure a futures contract with suppliers.
In order to determine an appropriate pricing strategy, a forecast was performed based on cobalt metal prices from the London Metal
Exchange. Table 1 shows the cost savings from our adopted approach. Of course, pricing analytics based on the producer price index (PPI)
could also be used to track material price movements.
A similar analysis can be performed for the remaining raw materials. One could also leverage on the Kraljic matrix and its corresponding
strategies or the purchasing chessboard to decide on buyer-supplier power or a combination of such tools depending on the strategic
importance of the component.
The next article continues the discussion for the remaining objectives.

Figure 4: CATL’s LIB suppy chain
Table 1: Cost savings from securing a futures contract for cobalt

6

HSBC Estimates, 2016; Guotai Junan Securities, 2016

About the Author
Dr Koh Niak Wu is the CEO of Cosmiqo and The Intelligent Warehouse. In 2017, he received the Supply
Chain Innovation of the Year Award for the start-up category. He is also an Adjunct Faculty of Operations
Management at the Singapore Management University where he brings operations management and
strategic sourcing to life.
This is a multi-part series discussing how each of the strategic objectives can be achieved through supply
chain and procurement strategies and was written in collaboration with his former students Athena Ng,
Choo Yi Jie, Clement Chua, Kevin Tae Kim, Lye Yao Shui and Tan Yan Lin.
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Agaration1: The art of
managing operations

V

ariability is intrinsically inherent. In the world of supply chains, this translates directly
into some form of decoupling points that are used as buffer for both supply and
demand. In most cases, warehouses play the role of that buffer and as a result, a
certain level of efficiency must be maintained to enjoy a stronger return-on-investment.
Warehouses have been around since primeval times and as humans are creatures of
habit, a typical solution to maintain these efficiencies would be to increase the labour
headcount. This archaic business model is structured around labour economics and is one
that has proven to be challenging for countries where costs are prohibitive. As a result, the
elasticity of substitution between labour and capital will very quickly shift from low to high.
With exponential technological growth and the ease of adoption, more receptive nations
have begun to leapfrog. This relationship is one that we must observe and prepare for now
in order to remain relevant.
I stumbled across an article the summary of which simply said that 20th century
warehouses are not fit for 21st century e-commerce2. That is, in the general case, true with
exceptions stemming from more forward-looking leadership. As a cushion for variability, it
is unfortunate and precisely because of the above that the warehouse is loosely termed
the black hole. This builds my case for agaration.

1
2
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A Singlish word pronounced as “ar-ga-ra-tion” derived from the Malay word “agak” which means “to guess”
CBRE, “Old Storage: Warehouse Modernization in Early Stages”, March 2018; Supply Chain Dive, “20th century warehouses not fit for 21st century e-commerce“ April 2018.
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We need visibility. And intelligence. We call her IRIS.
The Intelligent Warehouse is an intelligence company. Not the kind that spies on you but more one that enables the co-creation and
discovery of hidden value in everyday operations. We realise this intelligence by first providing full visibility through an array of sensors
then mashing that data and information from warehouse management systems for more advanced analytics. Once in the data school, the
ability to make precise data-driven decisions becomes a reality.
People are important.
Even though we are an intelligence company, we never forget that humans are more intelligent. Because of this, our platform is built for
cyber-physical collaborations. There is power in collaborations and even more so when it involves cyber-physical systems (See Figure 1 for
our Smart VestTM). Such collaborations allow our systems to automate mundane, predictable and repetitive tasks thus allowing the user
to focus on tasks that require creative thinking, that are unpredictable and varied.

Figure 1: A Smart VestTM with colour indicators for visual management and it binds the person to the cyber world

Robots are suited for mundane, predictable and repetitive tasks.
The Intelligent Warehouse is an intelligence company that has
capabilities to build autonomous mobile robots. Our robots are
(i) guide-free, i.e., no messy installation of strips on the ground
(ii) fully autonomous allowing it to work in any area
(iii) able to navigate safely in highly dynamic environments
(iv) able to carry a signifcant payload
(v) designed to be functional and
www.theintelligentwarehouse.com
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(vi) cost-effective, i.e., without the frills

True to collaborations, the robots that we build typically assist with carry-and-move operations (see Figure 2). For example, a picker
performs picking operations (because our fingers are dexterous) and places it on the robot’s shelve. The robot assists by carrying the load
and moving it to its next destination. The next destination could either be the next picker, a set of pickers, packing stations, outbound or
any arbitrary point as dictated by IRIS.

Figure 2: A robot assistant that assists with carry-and-move operations

There comes a point where we need to realise that the modus operandi of an industry must
evolve as supply chains do. This evolution is a necessity as countries that are better are getting
cheaper and countries that are cheaper are getting better. At The Intelligent Warehouse, we
strive to make that change and hope that we can drive the industry together.

About the Author
Dr Koh Niak Wu is the CEO of Cosmiqo and The Intelligent Warehouse. In 2017, he received the Supply
Chain Innovation of the Year Award for the start-up category. As a practitioner, Niak Wu has been invited
to share his views across several continents on preparing for the future economy and how we should
embrace disruptions as a positive driving force. Niak Wu is also an Adjunct Faculty of Operations
Management at the Singapore Management University where he brings operations management and
strategic sourcing to life.
The Intelligent Warehouse is seeking partners for collaboration and strategic investors. Niak Wu can be
reached at niakwu.koh@theintelligentwarehouse.com
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Building smart factories of
the future with Intelligent IoT

T

he human body is an efficient and intelligent network of systems, sensors and
computing, akin to a smart factory. Our five senses work in symphony to feed data
to the brain which analyses it and makes decisions to give control signals to make the
body work. Similarly, in a smart factory, a network of sensors acquire a host of data about
its environment that are transmitted through intelligent gateways to the central computing
system for in-depth analysis which then ensures the smooth and efficient operations of
the entire factory.
However, without the right digital foundation in place, manufacturers often struggle
achieving a successful Internet of Things (IoT) implementation. While there are adoption
challenges, manufacturers still need to rethink the means to achieving greater productivity
and operational efficiency, to stay competitive and meet evolving customer demands.
IoT has the power to completely transform a business. For instance, Aerofarms aimed
to revolutionise the agriculture industry by building and operating environmentally
responsible farms throughout the world. The right combination of digital components with
IoT enabled Aerofarms to achieve its vision by building an intuitive, connected food safety
system to track the “growth story” of its products from seed to package – enhancing the
overall “plant IQ.”
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With 8.6 billion connected devices and
$583 billion market opportunity expected
by 2020, Asia Pacific excluding Japan
is set to become the frontline for IoT.
Organisations need to embark on a
digital transformation journey now to best
leverage IoT and better manage data and,
in turn, ready their infrastructure to extract
value from data.
Here
are
five
key
parameters
manufacturers must consider before they
embark on IoT implementation:
1. Establish a project-success model
Choose an initial project that proposes
a solution with a strong project-delivery
methodology to enrich and complement
business processes. A strong recipe
for success is to understand how other
projects have missed the mark. Build
the underpinnings of the organisation,
the people and the process so that the
technology can be delivered in a way that
provides specific value.
Some of these key goals to consider
ensuring a project’s success are:
• Start with a well-defined problem to
attack
• Get support by stakeholders who have
the right expertise to get the problem
solved
• Determine
ownership
within
your Information Technology (IT)
and Operational Technology (OT)
organisations
• Establish the Return-On-Investment
(ROI) and key project milestones
• Focus on projects that can transform
both adoption of new technologies
as well as improvement of business
processes

2. Build on a strong foundation of data
Determine what data you need and which
processes and operations you want to
improve. Collect and curate the data
that you already have available, then add
sensors to bring in real-time data that
you currently do not have. Real-time
insights give context through integration
with systems that contain master records
about equipment, such as the make/
model, purchase date, when it was put into
service, as well as historical information
about repairs and maintenance.
This
valuable
context
provides
organisations
a
greater
level
of
understanding about how things operate
throughout the factory. By linking these
types of data sources together with IoT
data from devices and sensors, you can
gain even greater insight into machine
performance and health.
In the case of Chitale Dairy, dairy cow
habits and their health are monitored using
IoT sensors to automate and improve milk
production through a high-speed, highavailability network, helping it become the
top player in the Indian dairy industry.

3. Gain contextual visibility into operations
Establish real-time visibility into all that
is happening—where are your things,
what alerts were triggered, how is the
asset performing? Intelligent gateways
can provide a contextual view across all
assets and devices, as well as a map of
locations, historical logs, reports, health
and condition. All of this data enables
users to tailor real-time visualisations
to fit their specific needs and functional
responsibilities. With
granular
and
contextual data, manufacturers can
apply network policies throughout the
extended production process. Additionally,
actionable data can be shared with the
appropriate personnel, vendors and
partners to inform and improve decisionmaking.
4. Apply rules and analytics to identify
issues
Rules and analytics of all types can monitor
the ongoing conditions of equipment,
operations and even the surrounding
environment. Known conditions, such
as normal operating or expected usage
patterns can be reflected in rules that
trigger when certain conditions are
breached. However, there are challenges
in terms of the volume and variety of
the devices and data which traditional
rules engines are not designed to handle.
Choose a gateway that delivers a highly
scalable, parallel-processing rules engine
and an intuitive, visual rules editor that
is simple to manage. For more complex
situations, advanced predictive analytics
can also help organisations gain new
insights from IoT data.
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5. Automate actions when issues arise
IoT demands an increasing amount of
automation—there are simply too many
sensors and devices and too much data
to process. Automating responses to
abnormal conditions and issues is critical.
Find an IoT solution with an action engine
that can do basic tasks (such as send an
SMS message when a rule is triggered)
but also allows you to take actions
through external systems. In addition,
the solution also takes business inputs
into consideration while raising issues.
This combination provides a closed-loop
response to issues in the operational
environment, while providing traceability
from the sensor data to the asset to the
response all through a flexible automated
process.
For Chitale Dairy, this came in quite handy
as the analysis of data was used to alert
farmers when they need to change the
cows’ diet, arrange vaccinations etc, in
order to maintain a healthy livestock.

Preparing for the future
Visions of autonomous, intelligent factories
may seem like a scene from the distant
future, but with the right foundation in
place, it can be achieved. With the number
of Asia Pacific manufacturers supporting
a fully connected factory expected to
triple by 2022, there is an urgent need for
manufacturers to digitise the value chain
by implementing technologies such as IoT
and automation will enable organisations
to truly transform internal operations and
the services they provide.
Just like the human body, where we
get wiser with experience, built on the
intelligent data and learnings gathered
by the brain over the years - an effective
IoT implementation combined with a
strong digital infrastructure will enable
manufactures to make better business
decisions down the road.

Eric Goh, managing director and vice president, Singapore Enterprise Business, Dell EMC
Eric Goh leads the Enterprise Business for Dell EMC in Singapore, where he is responsible for sales,
strategy and business development, working closely with customers to help them achieve better
business outcomes through IT transformation. He also serves as Managing Director of Dell EMC’s
Singapore operations where he is focused on attracting the best talent and grooming a team that is
passionate about serving customers. With over 20 years of experience in the IT industry, Eric brings a
wealth of senior management experience across a range of functions including customer service, sales,
marketing and business management.
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Uniquely Human: Talent
Implications of
Technological Disruption
in the Workforce
F

ew changes in the world have created more uncertainty in the workplace than the
recent, seemingly sudden advancements in automation and artificial intelligence.
The media headlines can be dire: Vikram Pandit, previously the head of Citigroup, has
predicted that technology will eliminate up to 30 percent of banking jobs in the next five
years.1 A recent article in Harvard Business Review posits that AI could soon replace “even
the most elite consultants.”2 And in one recent Russell Reynolds Associates survey of
executives, 46 percent of respondents said technological innovation, artificial intelligence,
and similar advancements will have the most significant impact on how people work in
the future.3
Workers are paying attention. A recent study by PricewaterhouseCoopers reveals that the
number of employees worried about losing their jobs to automation has increased by 60
percent in the last three years.4 Across all geographies, industries, and sectors, workers
who previously felt confident and secure in their ability to find employment, apply their
skills, and earn a living are now wondering if they’ll soon be replaced by an algorithm –
losing out on jobs to a distant relative of their Roomba or Alexa.
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That uncertainty exists despite robust
discussion about artificial intelligence
and its impact on the economy. A lot is
being said, but few questions seem to
be definitively answered. To help address
that knowledge gap, Russell Reynolds
Associates recently analyzed 103 common
management, administration, and finance
jobs, looking at a total of 1,880 workplace
tasks (as identified by the US Department
of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics),
and analyzed each task to measure the
likelihood that it will be replaced, or
significantly augmented, by automation
in the next few years. Collectively, this
data paints a picture of a workforce where
some jobs are at risk of being replaced
entirely, others disrupted to one extent
or another, and some that are – for the
time being at least – safely in the hands of
human workers.

At Risk for Replacement

As the scientist Roy Amara once said,
“We tend to overestimate the effect
of a technology in the short run and
underestimate the effect in the long run.”
We may find ourselves a few years from
now looking back and realizing today’s
concerns over the impact of these
emerging technologies on the workforce
were overblown. But regardless, the
results of this analysis indicate that there
is a clear need for senior leaders to rethink
how workers are spending their time,
how companies should be redesigning
the work experience to better utilize
technology and related advancements,
and ultimately, what employees are doing
that is “Uniquely Human.”

Why are these jobs so at risk? The answer
can be found in the tasks these employees
are asked to do. For example, credit
authorizers “keep records of customers’
charges and payments,” and order fillers,
wholesale and retail sales, “keep records
of out-going orders.” Both of these tasks
are quickly being fulfilled by computer
systems that keep and update records
automatically based on the receipt of
payment or the shipping of goods.

The loss of a specific job due to
technological advancement (“technological
unemployment”) has been a regular
occurrence throughout history. We often
experience – and perhaps encourage –
this disruption without even realizing it:
When we use an automated check-out at
the store, we are using technology that
has replaced a human cashier. When we
withdraw cash, deposit checks, or check
our bank account balance at an automated
teller machine (ATM), we are interfacing
with a piece of technology that has
replaced a human bank teller.
Like cashiers and bank tellers, there are
a number of roles in the workplace today
that are at heightened risk of technological
unemployment.

Other roles require routinized physical
labor. Postal service mail sorters,
processors, and processing machine
operators spend time “moving containers
of mail, using equipment, such as forklifts
and automated trains,” a task which is
being augmented or replaced in many
warehouses by robots.
These jobs are inherently at risk of
significant downsizing, if not outright
elimination, because of technological
advancements. Workers with these
jobs need to be reskilled for other roles.
But what to do next? Ideally, these
individuals should be supported as they
move into jobs that require more human
interaction, or an increasing need for the
use of judgment. Both of these things
add complexity to work; increase the
need for problem-solving, especially in
unstructured situations; and frequently
shift the burden of work from physical
labor to mental tasks. All of these changes
decrease the likelihood of these workers
being replaced (again) by technology in the
near future.

Open for Redesign and Redefinition
Order fillers, marking clerks, payroll
and timekeeping clerks, and others are
spending the majority of their time on
tasks that can be replaced by automation.
But other jobs – most jobs – require
some activities that can be augmented
by technology, even if the entire job
won’t quickly disappear. Workers in these
roles shouldn’t feel an acute fear of
technological unemployment, but they are
likely to be faced with an opportunity to
redesign tasks, and redefine entire jobs, to
better utilize technological advancements.
What makes these tasks so susceptible to
redesign is that they are often a combination
of an activity that can be automated and
an activity that requires the application of
judgement or human interaction. Take a
tax preparer, for example. The task to “use
all appropriate adjustments, deductions,

and credits to keep clients’ taxes to a
minimum” can largely be done through
online tools today, as any user of TurboTax
or H&R Block software knows. But in
complex circumstances, tax preparers can
apply their judgment to better structure
deductions, recommend strategies for
reducing future tax burdens, or help their
clients meet other financial or non-financial
objectives – all activities automation can’t
always accomplish.
In other cases, jobs require an individual
to answer questions or provide guidance
to third parties. Operations research
analysts need to “educate staff in the
use of mathematical models,” patient
representatives need to “teach patients
to use home health care equipment,” and
switchboard operators “answer simple
questions about clients’ businesses, using
reference files.” Oftentimes, especially

when providing structured, factual
information, these tasks can be fulfilled
by automated systems or online tools. But
humans are needed when the information
is unstructured, the person asking
questions doesn’t understand the topic
enough to make a clear request, or when
a customer needs advanced assistance
due to the complexity or advancement of
their request.
These jobs are ripe for redesign.
Workplaces have an opportunity to utilize
technology to augment human skills
and abilities (in fact, the development of
collaborative robots, or “cobots,” that can
assist workers in a shared workspace,
is increasing). This will free up human
workers to move on to more complex
tasks, or to focus more effort on other
parts of their role.
Uniquely Human
Despite the clear impact technology can
have on the majority of the workforce,
some roles seem better able to weather the
disruption. These jobs are overwhelmingly
comprised of tasks that are “Uniquely
Human” – that is, the tasks generally
require both human interaction and the
application of judgment simultaneously.
Given the need to combine both human
interaction and the application of judgment,
it’s not surprising that managerial jobs
score highly in both areas. In fact, Chief
Executive Officers (CEOs) come out near
the top of the rankings.
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These jobs involve tasks such as hiring,
directing,
and
supervising
people,
interviewing, testifying, and advising
groups of stakeholders, and perhaps the
most complex of all, negotiating directly
with customers, regulators, workers, and
other parties. For the foreseeable future,
these are all Uniquely Human activities –
and they comprise the majority of tasks
undertaken by these workers.

performance against a developed budget.
And multiple positions can benefit from
technology’s ability to create, store, and
retrieve documentation and records based
on structured requests and needs. There
are fewer opportunities like this among
Uniquely Human jobs, but they do exist,
and should be sought out.

That isn’t to say, however, that there aren’t
some opportunities to redesign aspects of
these jobs to better leverage technological
advancements. Technology can help loss
prevention managers “maintain databases
such as bad check logs, reports on
multiple offenders, and alarm activation
lists” and “analyze retail data to identify
current or emerging trends in theft or
fraud.” Likewise, it can assist accountants
to “develop, maintain, and analyze
budgets, preparing periodic reports that
compare budgeted costs to actual costs,”
especially once the business is tracking

Much of the discussion over technological
innovation and its impact on the workforce
pits humans against machines as if it is a
winner-takes-all competition. The reality
is more complex. Technology is going to
augment the work we do and the role
we play in organizations. There will be
an increasing opportunity to partner with
technology like never before. Some roles
– those “at risk of replacement” – will be
impacted more than others – the “Uniquely
Human” jobs –but every worker, and every
organization, will experience change.

Embracing Disruption

http://fortune.com/2017/09/13/the-former-head-of-citigroup-says-30-of-bank-jobs-will-be-gone-in-five-years/
https://hbr.org/2017/07/ai-may-soon-replace-even-the-most-elite-consultants
http://www.russellreynolds.com/insights/thought-leadership/our-future-leaders

4
http://www.pwc.com/us/futureworkforce?WT.mc_id=CT1-PL52-DM2-TR1-LS2-ND30-BPA30-CN_WoFFFG-
1
2
3
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Leaders know that confusion and doubt
in the workplace negatively impacts the
business. Distracted employees aren’t
concentrating on their work and they’re
not serving clients to the best of their
abilities. Senior executives should move
swiftly to address the talent implications
of technological disruption, and to let the
workforce know the company is acting
and will be transparent in their efforts.
Forward-thinking organizations will seek
out ways to embrace technology early,
partnering with their workers to help
ease the transition and minimize potential
disruption. These organizations will likely
benefit from their foresight, both from
increased efficiency and performance, but
also from reducing their employees’ fear
and uncertainty about the future.

www.russellreynolds.com

Singapore:
E-COMMERCE
Gateway to ASEAN and Southwest Pacific
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E-commerce in ASEAN:
The Opportunity

T

here is no better time than the present to drive ASEAN’s e-commerce market. Based on a report by Google and Temasek Holdings,
Southeast Asia’s (SEA) digital market could exceed US$200 billion by 2025. With 630 million people, a growing middle class and
rising internet penetration, SEA is often considered to be the next gold rush for e-commerce. Singapore and Malaysia generate onethird of total online retail sales in the region, even though they only account for 8% of the region’s population.
If ASEAN were a single economy, it would rank third in population size with over 600 million people and seventh in GDP output with $2.5
trillion recorded in 2016. Yet, in most ASEAN nations (with the exception of Singapore), e-commerce accounts for a small slice of total
retail which presents many opportunities for growth.
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Singaporeans are the most active users in the region purchasing products online from overseas — two out of three people do it once a
year. The absence of Goods and Services Tax on imported goods of S$400 or less is highly attractive to Singaporeans. They are followed
by Thais and Malaysians of which nearly every second person buys something online from foreign countries.
The themes for ASEAN this year are innovation and resilience. As ASEAN chair for 2018, Singapore holds a critical mandate in setting
the benchmark for progress in digital regulation and the growth of millions of SMEs in the region. In Southeast Asia, the potential of
e-commerce is enormous and, therefore, governments are taking a cautious approach to taxation and other issues that could diminish the
momentum of e-commerce and impact SMEs in the region.
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E-commerce in ASEAN:
Cross Border Challenges
Payments
Security and reliability of payment is a
major concern for most businesses and
consumers in Indonesia, Philippines,
Thailand and Vietnam. Cash On Delivery
(COD) is still the preferred payment
method in most of these countries. In
Indonesia, as an example, credit card
penetration is less than 15%. In some
countries, COD can be anywhere from
50–70% total orders shipped. In Malaysia,
cross-border payments are getting more
acceptances and the overall payment
landscape is competitive. On the other
hand, Singapore has the most mature
eCommerce payment infrastructures
in Southeast Asia. Singapore’s various
payment systems are reliable and the
overall credit card penetration is very
high, which is attractive as a target market
for cross-border e-commerce. Brands
and retailers entering the Singapore
e-commerce market can expect a mature
online shopper with high trust in online
payment methods.
Logistics
Southeast Asia has unique last mile
delivery challenges. The cost and capability
of logistics providers in Malaysia and
Thailand are highly ranked, but there are
last mile issues in the country that need to
be addressed. In Philippines and Vietnam,
there are networks of small logistics
players in metro regions, but shipping
to the rural areas can be challenging.
Indonesia comprises of more than 15,000
islands with only 53% of population living
in cities, presenting massive logistical
issues.
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Customs and Border Administration
Amongst most countries in ASEAN,
custom transparency, and inconsistent
custom procedures remain to be areas for
concerns. Today, import procedures, VAT
and duties differ across countries and for
different product types. Singapore stands
out in the region with strong clarity and
consistency of the customs and borders
process. Customs and tax procedures
are straightforward and corruption is at a
global record low.
Foreign Market Access
In Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand and
Vietnam, challenges remain for smaller
international enterprises outside the
countries to sell their products and
services there, since there is a lack of
regulations for e-commerce and non-tariff
barriers still apply over a broad range of
products. Malaysia has a large number
of free trade agreements that allow
foreign business access, but there are still
some minor hurdles when accessing the
market. Only the Singapore government
recognises the value of lowering barriers
to trade and actively pursues an agenda of
open trade borders.

E-commerce Regulatory Environment
In Philippines and Vietnam, dedicated
e-commerce
offices
and
agencies
have been created to help reshape the
regulatory environment. One example
is an e-commerce trustmark which is a
logo displayed on the website to indicate
that the business has been shown to be
trustworthy by the issuing organisation
(such as TRUSTe and VeriSign). Although
intended as a way for shoppers to be
reassured that websites are securely
processing information, there is still a way
to go before consumers are aware and look
out for these trustmarks. Furthermore, the
trustmark that e-commerce companies
can acquire does not appear to be trusted
by consumers in some of the developing
countries in ASEAN. Indonesia and Thailand
lack chapters supporting e-commerce and
law supporting businesses going crossborder.
Regulatory Environment for Cross-border
E-commerce in Malaysia is relatively strong
but enforcement of existing regulations
could be improved. Singapore, on the
other hand, has taken the lead across the
region in adopting many forward-looking
regulations that address e-commerce.

Singapore Industry Initiatives
for E-commerce
As Singapore prepares to transform itself
into a global e-commerce hub in the face
of strong global competition, an array of
initiatives and grants have been rolled
out by various government agencies in
support of e-commerce investment and
developments in Singapore.

Retail Industry Transformation Map ( ITM)
Contributing 1.4% to Singapore’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) with $33 billion in
operating receipts and employing 170,000
employees nationwide, retail is a key
sector in Singapore’s economy.
Factors that affect the sector include
new digital technologies, a growing
e-commerce market and overseas market
opportunities. The rapidly growing Internet
Retailing market is likely to become a key
sales channel for the sector. Therefore, as
the environment becomes increasingly
competitive, retailers need to adapt to
the evolving landscape by innovating and
upskilling their employees. This will enable
them to face new challenges and leverage
the growth opportunities, both locally and
overseas.
The 2020 vision of the Retail ITM is for
Singapore to have a vibrant retail industry.
This comprises a mix of highly productive
omni-channel retailers and local brand
owners with global footprints, all supported
by a professional and skilled workforce.
With the Retail ITM, retailers can look to
strengthen their enterprise capabilities to
increase their productivity, and make their
presence felt in the global arena with a
more vibrant sector supported by a skilled
workforce.

Under the Economic Development
Board’s (EDB) Industry 21 blueprint,
the
Info-communications
Media
Development Authority (IMDA) has
teamed up with EDB and the industry to
define and adopt common IT standards
to enhance seamless B2B documents
exchange among companies for the
electronic cluster. The plan to accelerate
the use of e-commerce comprises of
five main thrusts, namely to develop
an internationally linked e-commerce
infrastructure, jump-start Singapore as an
e-commerce hub, encourage its strategic
usage by businesses, promote its usage
by the public, and to harmonise crossborder e-commerce laws and policies.

Start-ups Community
For start-ups looking to enter the
e-commerce landscape, the Action
Community for Entrepreneurship (ACE) is
a support platform designed to provide a
holistic package to further nurture a vibrant
& connected start-up ecosystem.
This collaboration between Enterprise
Singapore
(formerly
known
as
International Enterprise Singapore and
Spring Singapore respectively) and JTC
Corporation (JTC) provides co-innovation
programmes between corporates and
start-ups, and favourable tax regimes.
E-commerce start-ups are also able to tap
on the various support schemes provided
by ACE ranging from corporate innovation
to peer group mentoring as well as access
to international markets and communities
championing the global startup scene.

Under
Enterprise
Singapore,
the
government has leverage shared platforms
to enable small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) to pool their resources
for more efficient operations – with one of
it being a shared e-commerce platform.
This e-commerce platform will benefit
SMEs looking to enter e-commerce but
are unable to afford the initial capital costs.
The platform, designed to get them into
the online marketplace, will offer support
such as integrated warehouse functions,
inventory management solutions and
order-fulfilment
capabilities,
allowing
the streamlining of the logistics chain,
increasing efficiency by up to 45 percent.
With a majority of venture funds raised
by Internet companies being invested
in Singapore and recent years’ spikes in
e-commerce retailing, JTC’s LaunchPad
@ one-north acts as a platform to
further capitalise on this trend. It offers
a conducive environment and nurturing
ecosystem for e-commerce start-ups, with
close proximity to multi-disciplinary R&D
environment which includes knowledgebased companies, institutes of higher
learning and research institutes that are at
the forefront of innovation.
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and
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National Trade Platform (NTP)
The Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore
(IRAS) has also rolled out its plans to support
e-commerce investments in Singapore.
The National Trade Platform (NTP) is an
advanced trade information management
platform to support companies in the trade
and logistics industry and adjacent sectors
such as trade finance, where importers
and exporters would have access to all
government-related
and
commercial
trade services. This mainly involves the
electronic bill of lading and sea freight
e-commerce.
The NTP will help businesses boost
productivity
by
streamlining
work
processes, reducing inefficiencies of
manual trade document exchange, and
leveraging data analytics for insights from
their trade data, so as to be well-equipped
for the digital economy. It also enhances
the competitiveness of local SMEs in
the field of e-commerce with regards
to international trade and promotes
Singapore as a strategic destination of
choice for traders, shippers, logistics and
trade finance companies around the globe.
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Existing and
emerging skills

Ancillary to this, electronic services
provider CrimsonLogic has launched
its Global eTrade Services (GeTS) to
help businesses meet regulatory and
compliance requirements across borders
more quickly and efficiently, facilitating the
electronic exchange of trade documents
between traders and foreign government
agencies, enabling businesses to clear
customs with greater speed and ease.

Talent Development
Support for e-commerce in Singapore can
also come in the form of skills upgrading for
individuals working in this field and other
related sectors, enabling them to adapt
their skills to become more competent,
increasing productivity overall. Mainly
under the large umbrella of SkillsFuture,
this collaboration between Workforce
Singapore
(WSG)
and
SkillsFuture
Singapore (SSG) (formerly Workforce
Development Agency) offers a wide range
of skills for available for individuals to tap
on and increase their competency.

Skills Framework for Retail
The Skills Framework is a SkillsFuture
initiative developed for the Singapore
workforce to promote skills mastery
and lifelong learning, and is an integral
component of the Retail Industry
Manpower Plan.
Jointly developed by SkillsFuture Singapore
(SSG), WSG, and the Enterprise Singapore,
together with industry associations,
training providers, organisations and
unions, the Skills Framework for Retail
provides useful information on:
•
•
•
•
•

Sector information;
Career pathways;
Occupations and job roles;
Existing and emerging skills; and
Training programmes for skills
upgrading and mastery.

A special focus training on e-Commerce
and Omni-channel is also a part of the
Skills Framework for Retail.

Singapore – the airfreight gateway
for e-commerce distribution to
ASEAN and Southwest Pacific
Singapore’s key geographic location has
made it an ideal logistics hub for goods
moving through Southeast Asia. Singapore
Changi Airport sees more air cargo than any
other airport in Southeast Asia.
Singapore Changi Airport is one of the
world’s busiest airports for international
air cargo, handling over 2.13 million tonnes
(+7.9%) of airfreight throughput in 2017. In
terms of international cargo throughput,
Changi Airport is ranked 7th in the world.
Changi Airport is the largest air cargo hub
in Southeast Asia and Southwest Pacific by
international airfreight.

Changi Airfreight Centre (CAC) and Airport
Logistics Park of Singapore (ALPS)
The Changi Airfreight Centre (CAC) and the
Airport Logistics Park of Singapore (ALPS)
spanning over 70 hectares is a 24 hour Free
Trade Zone where transhipment cargo can
be broken down and reconsolidated with
minimal customs formalities. Within the CAC,
seven airfreight terminals with a combined
handling capacity of three million tonnes
are equipped with state-of- the-art material
handling system to ensure the efficient
handling of cargo. One of Changi Airport’s
key advantages is its strong connectivity to
major international cargo markets. Changi
Airport is amongst the best connected airport
with more than 7,400 weekly flights serving
about 400 city links in about 100 countries,
including 24 freighter airlines serving
more than 50 destinations. The growth of
Changi Airport’s passenger flights also help
strengthen Changi as a cargo hub in the long
term.
The strong growth of e-commerce in Asia
is driven by the exponential development of
Chinese companies – exporting orders out
of China. In 2017, it was a record-breaking
year for its market, with online retail sales
surpassing US$1.1 trillion. The China
market alone accounts for nearly half of the
worldwide retail e-commerce sales with
Alibaba Group, JD.Com and Tencent Holdings
being the biggest players. Changi Airport is
well connected to China with 35 city links,
with Singapore Airlines operating to 26
Chinese destinations. One of the carrier’s
focus verticals is e-commerce.
Last year, SATS, a Singapore airfreight terminal
operator, unveiled a S$21 million eCommerce
AirHub. The 6,000 sqm airhub houses new
state-of- the-art innovations and technology

aimed to improve productivity. There is a
fully automated mail sortation system that
increases the mailbag processing capacity of
SATS to more than 1,800 an hour – up from
500 previously. With a direct integration with
SingPost’s airmail consignment operations
and the facility’s locality within the free trade
zone on the airside, mail sortation operation
is streamlined to eliminate the need for
mailbags to be transported to and from
the hub. The combination of these factors
has enabled faster mailbag processing –
turnaround time reduces by 50 per cent from
six to three hours. This allows international
eCommerce mail to connect to an earlier
flight for faster delivery.
SingPost itself also launched its Regional
eCommerce Logistics Hub located at the
Tampines Logistics Park. The S$182 million
facility is SingPost’s largest eCommerce
logistics investment in Singapore to date.
It houses two warehousing floors, 150
simultaneous loading bays as well as an
office block. The ground floor of the building
contains a fully automated parcel sorting
facility with a capacity of up to 100,000
parcels a day, end-to- end sorting, shipping
and returns management capabilities. All
together, these functions enable quicker
order fulfilment.
DHL Express Singapore has also launched a
$140 million DHL South Asia Hub, which is
a 24-hour express hub facility located within
CAC. The 23,600 sqm facility is outfitted with
the industry’s first fully automated express
parcel sorting and processing system in
South Asia, and is set to boost its operational
capacity and efficiency - offering speedier
deliveries for customers. Besides allowing
it to handle the growing shipment volumes,
some export shipments can now be sent
directly to the hub, bypassing the service
center. This streamlines its overall operations
by reducing travel and shipment handling
time. With the hub located within the CAC,
the favourable location also improves the
flow of goods between the aircraft and
facility, allowing consignments to be shipped
or transshipped within an hour.

delivery, pick-up and air operations under one
roof. The facility has a five-belt sort system
with capacity to sort up to 9,000 packages
per hour and house over 250 delivery vans.
It will also include airside infrastructure such
as two new aircraft parking bays as well as a
special on-site facilitation by the Immigration
and Checkpoints Authority and Singapore
Customs for efficient cargo clearance.
Singapore Airlines Cargo, a division within
Singapore Airlines, operates a dedicated
freighter fleet and also manages the cargo
capacity on passenger flights operated
by Singapore Airlines, Scoot, SilkAir and
NokScoot. Singapore Airlines Cargo offers
more than 900 flights a week from its
Singapore hub, at Singapore Changi Airport,
linking more than 100 cities in over 35
countries across 6 continents.
In the long run, Changi Airport is also preparing
capacity for the future and long term needs
of the logistics and aerospace industries. To
be completed in 2030, an industrial zone –
the Changi East Industrial Zone - will be
developed for airfreight, air express and
MRO activities, as part of the Changi East
development. Together with the remodeled
CAC, Changi Airport’s handling capabilities
will increase from the current 3 to 5.4 million
tonnes annually. This development will
secure the long-term growth of Singapore’s
cargo and logistics sectors, and strengthen
Changi Airport’s position as a major air hub.
With a strong infrastructure to facilitate
movement of cargoe and goods, Singapore
is well position to support the growth of
e-commerce in the region.

FedEx Express, a subsidiary of FedEx Corp,
operates a 282,700-square- foot integrated
facility at the CAC. The FedEx Singapore
Regional Hub operating facility is the second
largest operation facility in the Asia Pacific
region (after the Asia Pacific hub located in
Guangzhou, southern China), will integrate
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Singapore - Sea Freight Gateway &
Port of Calls

PSA – Container Ports & Beyond
Since the inception of its first container
terminal in 1972, PSA has leveraged
Singapore’s location at the maritime
crossroads of east-west trade to evolve into
the world’s largest container transhipment
hub, and a key enabler of global trade flow.
Expanding beyond Singapore’s borders,
PSA International has become a global
terminal operator, operating more than
40 terminals in 16 countries across Asia,
Europe, and the Americas. In 2017, PSA
handled 74.2 million TEUs (Twenty-foot
Equivalent Units, or one twenty-footlength container) globally, of which PSA
Singapore contributed 33.4 million TEUs.
PSA Singapore does this through its
terminals at Pasir Panjang, Tanjong Pagar,
Keppel and Brani which operate seamlessly
as one integrated facility, handling largescale complex transhipment operations 24
hours a day, 365 days a year.
PSA Singapore owns Keppel Distripark,
a
multi-tenanted,
modern
cargo
distribution complex comprising of various
warehousing and office facilities. It is
located within the Free Trade Zone which
allows exemption from the Goods and
Services Tax.
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In the last few years, PSA International
has taken the bold step of moving beyond
coastal ports to inland rail terminals by
investing in China United International
Rail Container Co. Ltd (CUIRC), which is
mandated to operate 18 intermodal rail
container terminals across China.
PSA is also a key participant in the 3rd
government-to-government
project
between China and Singapore on the
Chongqing Connectivity Initiative to
develop the Southern Trade Corridor,
offering cargo owners a shorter, faster and
more direct route connecting Singapore
and China via sea-rail intermodal
operations.

Building Global Partnerships
Having more than 30 partners across the
globe, including local government entities,
shipping lines and private companies,
PSA continues to develop strategic
partnerships with various industry
stakeholders to deepen the collaborations
on port development, management and
operations.
PSA is also working together with
Changi Airport Group and players in
the air communities such as SATS to
offer seamless connectivity for air-sea
intermodal operations

Augmenting Future Capabilities with the
Latest Technologies
PSA is working closely with the
government of Singapore in developing
Tuas Port, a mega hub with 65 million
TEU capacity annually. With its first berths
scheduled to be operational in 2021, and
the expected completion around 2040,
Tuas Port will operate on a massive scale,
capable of handling the world’s largest
container ships. It will also be the largest
single automated container terminal in the
world.

As part of a greater ecosystem connecting
various stakeholders in the logistics
community both digitally and physically,
Tuas Port will integrate intermodal supply
chain solutions, increasing port productivity
and the speed at which goods are moved.
Tuas will also bring PSA the opportunity
to expand their already developing green
agenda, increasing commitments to
electrification and alternative sources of
energy, including solar power.
Preparations have already begun in
earnest, and PSA is leveraging their
operational Pasir Panjang Terminals as
host to the ‘PSA Living Lab’, providing a
live testbed for key technologies that may
feature in Tuas in the future.
In 2016, PSA launched a venture capital
arm, PSA unboXed, to provide seed
funding for startups in the Fintech and
Logtech spaces, bringing strategic value
to PSA and the logistics industry. Honing
new technologies is key to achieving high
performance in the unique operational
circumstances of Singapore, and this will
allow PSA to tackle growth constraints on
space and labour.

PSA’S PORT+ Solutions Enabled by Digital
Platform CALISTA™
Recent technological advancements and
innovations have changed consumer
demands and in turn, shipper requirements
have increased, with more focus placed on
resilient supply chains driven by real-time
tracking and decision making. To fill this
gap, PSA has expanded its focus to include
terminal adjacencies to enable better and
more flexible supply chain management.
The outcome, PSA’s PORT+ solutions and
the Digital Platform CALISTA™.
PSA’s PORT+ solutions leverage the
unrivalled connectivity at its Singapore
hub and global network to enable
innovative options for cargo owners and
logistics service providers. From marine
and inland terminals, to cargo facilities
and intermodal connectivity, PSA’s PORT+
solutions seek to provide cargo owners
with greater flexibility and resilience in their
supply chains. This is enabled by Digital
Platform CALISTA™, a global supply chain
platform that brings together the physical,
compliance and financial activities of cargo
logistics onto a digital eco-system.

PSA’s PORT+ Solutions
Advanced Inventory Management
Better service levels, faster time to
market and more cost-effective inventory
management through PSA’s network and
facilities.
Extend Reach to Inland Markets
Seamless and timely cargo movements
from seaports to inland container terminals
and warehouses.
New Trade Connectivity
Access multimodal transportation options
that offer more competitive transit times
and costs, e.g. Southern Trade Corridor,
Sea-Air Connectivity.

CALISTA™ serves the community of cargo
owners and logistics service providers,
and aims to improve efficiencies, facilitate
trade and enhance the experience of
moving cargo to market.
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Logistics Service
Providers (LSPs)
Case Studies

Riding on the back on e-commerce
is growth within the logistics
industry. Figure 1 is indicative
that
logistics
performance
across ASEAN countries has
been generally acceptable over
the years. Meanwhile 3rd Party
Logistics service providers (3PLs)
help by taking over distribution
and fulfilment of deliveries.

Figure 1. Logistics Performance Index for ASEAN countries.
Source: https://lpi.worldbank.org/

Country Logistics Cost (% of GDP)

24.0%

10.0%
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Figure 2. Logistics costs across ASEAN countries
Source: Various sources
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To capitalise on regional and global e-commerce potential and to
mitigate accompanying challenges posed by the online retailing
boom, Singapore’s logistics players have invested in new
warehouses and systems to ensure they maintain their position
ahead of the curve.

Singapore Post (SingPost)
SingPost has invested S$182m in the eComm Log Hub, a 3-storey
regional ecommerce logistics hub. Opened in November 2016,
the 553,000 sq ft area allows SingPost an end-to- end automated
sorting capacity of 100,000 parcels a day, with 150 loading bays.
Coupled with its “PopStation” locker system, SingPost appears to
have laid its hands on a share of the Ecommerce pie in ASEAN,
with $190m of revenues generated from ecommerce related
activities in the 2nd quarter of 2017.
This system allows recipients to collect parcels at their own time,
simultaneously alleviating the problems presented by helping
consolidate orders on pickup, while reducing delivery failure rates.
The adoption of the locker system does present value in more
densely populated regions of ASEAN, however less dense areas
may be left out of the equation due to insufficient volume to justify
investments in these lockers.

Quantium Solutions
Headquartered in Singapore, Quantium Solutions is an established
eCommerce logistics service provider offering fully integrated and
scalable end-to-end logistics solutions in Asia Pacific. The company
has made significant investments to expand its capabilities and
has operations in 19 markets with access to almost every country
in the world through its unique postal and commercial network.
Its joint venture with Alibaba has enabled the 3PL player to grow its
eCommerce logistics capabilities in Southeast Asia and Oceania,
and better serve the region’s rapidly growing online retail markets.
The collaboration focuses on fortifying end-to-end eCommerce
logistics network, and building scale for future profitability.
Quantium Solutions is currently housed in SingPost’s Regional
eCommerce Logistics Hub which was launched in November
2016. This facility reflects its commitment to the development
of a robust eCommerce logistics network. Singapore’s regional
connectivity makes this hub ideally positioned to be a centre for
eCommerce as it leverages on the nation’s unique geographic
and infrastructural advantage. At this facility, its warehousing and
delivery capabilities are consolidated and integrated within one
building, with end-to-end solutions from front-end eCommerce
platform to delivery for customers.
Automation is also a major feature of the Regional eCommerce
Logistics Hub, increasing overall productivity and efficiency.
Most importantly, it has been designed to be scalable, allowing
new technologies to be retrofitted into its operations flow in the
building, and other upgrades to meet the needs of the future.
Quantium Solutions also operates a Regional Transhipment Hub
where it consolidates its eCommerce volumes and facilitates
transhipment worldwide through the postal and commercial
network.
Continuous efforts are made to enhance Quantium Solutions’
eCommerce fulfilment platforms, especially with the growing
demands of eCommerce logistics solutions. For instance,
technology is used to boost agility, with Android device deployed
across warehouses to increase capacity and productivity during the
eCommerce peak seasons. Additionally, information technology
systems across eCommerce platforms and marketplaces are
integrated to enable seamless transactions and information
sharing at all once.
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Caption: The unveiling of UrbanFox on 24 October 2017 was officiated by
(from L-R) Mr Joe Choa, MD of UrbanFox; Mr Chua Taik Him, then Senior
Advisor, International Enterprise Singapore; Mr Loh Chin Hua, CEO of
Keppel Corporation and Chairman of Keppel T&T; Dr Koh Poh Koon, Senior
Minister of State, Ministry of Trade & Industry and National Development;
Dr Lee Boon Yang, Chairman of Keppel Corporation; Mr Thomas Pang, CEO
of Keppel T&T; and Mr Desmond Gay, CEO of Keppel Logistics

Keppel Logistics
Keppel Logistics, the logistics arm of mainboard-listed Keppel
Telecommunications & Transportation operates world-class
logistics facilities in Singapore, China, Hong Kong, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Vietnam and Australia.
Its businesses in Contract Logistics, Port Logistics and Urban
Logistics provide integrated end-to-end logistics services in
warehousing, transportation, distribution, value-add projects,
freight management, consolidation services and last-mile
fulfilment.
As a leading logistics services provider, Keppel Logistics sees
opportunities arising from ecommerce and changing consumer
behaviour shifting towards online channels. Its urban logistics
subsidiary, UrbanFox, caters to brands looking to expand in
ecommerce with omnichannel logistics and channel management
solutions that are powered by the cloud and a combined delivery
model comprising both a crowdsourced and fixed fleet.
UrbanFox is enhancing the vibrancy of Singapore’s ecommerce
landscape by helping brands expand their product offerings on
online marketplaces like the UrbanFox Store, Lazada and Shopee,
while seamlessly integrating the backend warehousing, inventory
and last-mile delivery requirements into a convenient one-stop
shop.
Leveraging Keppel Logistics’ core strengths in B2B third-party
logistics, brands seeking to build an online retail presence can
avoid the hassle of managing multiple logistics service providers
separately for warehousing, ecommerce retail or fulfilment. For
example, depending on their product types, brands can choose
from a range of storage options for goods, including temperaturecontrolled warehouses and bonded (dutiable goods) storage. To
date, UrbanFox has successfully delivered innovative omnichannel
logistics and channel management solutions to more than 60
brands.
Following initial success with clients in Singapore, UrbanFox and
Keppel Logistics will be looking to expand their future-ready blend
of solutions to retailers across Southeast Asia this year.
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YCH
Founded in 1955 by the late Mr Yap Chwee Hock, YCH began as
a modest passenger transportation company. However, in the
1970s, and the family business lost its main contract. With the
need to diversify the business, Mr Yap Chwee Hock roped in his
eldest son, YCH Group’s current Executive Chairman, Dr. Robert
Yap in 1977. This marked the start of the company’s venture into
the cargo transportation business, which subsequently grew
to include extended supply chain and logistics services such as
warehousing and freight management.
Today, YCH is Singapore’s largest home-grown supply chain
solutions company and leading regional supply chain management
partner to many of the world’s leading brands across Asia Pacific.
It is also venturing into the eCommerce logistics operations and
has a strong presence in Asia Pacific, including China, India and
the ASEAN region.
In 2017, the Chinese firm Forchn Holdings announced a partnership
with YCH group leveraging on China’s Belt and Road initiative to tap
into ASEAN’s e-commerce growth. The partnership sees S$100m
set aside for acquiring logistical assets across the region, with a
key focus on Indonesia and Thailand for starters.
In building this partnership, Forchn Holdings believes that in
contrast with the 2-way partnership made by partnering with SEA
countries directly, a Singapore partnership can grow to become a
“multi-partner investment” should expansion plans come through
the pipeline in the future. Moreover, YCH group’s position as a
technologically savvy logistics player presents opportunities for
leveraging on innovations such as RFID tags and drones.
Despite the challenges surfacing in lieu of the e-commerce book
of Southeast Asia, many logistics service providers stand ready
to answer the call. Moving forward, key strategic positions must
be carved out geographically to ensure that the customer’s
demands and satisfied in a smooth and timely manner. However,
cooperation among service providers may yet prove to be key in
the face of fierce competition. A collaborative effort will allow 3PL
providers to spread risks and manage goods flow, while setting
the foundation for greater order consolidation as new coordination
technologies surface. Collaborating with authorities to improve
logistical processes and improve customs clearance time will also
lend strength to 3PL service providers.

Last Mile Developments
in Singapore
The urban environment is a specific challenge for logistics
companies and particularly so in ASEAN. The last mile of the
logistics chain, which accounts for a large proportion of shipment
costs and complexity of operations, is often the most inefficient.
This distribution inefficiency in urban areas comes from low load
factors, long dwell times at loading and unloading points and a
high number of delivery requirements to individual customers
within a short time.
Two of the major challenges common to the last mile pertain
to unconsolidated deliveries and high delivery failure rates. For
the former, the lack of order and delivery coordination between
retailers has resulted in customers receiving multiple deliveries and
a substantial amount of time waiting for their parcels. At the rate
that consumers are turning to e commerce for their needs, this is
an issue that needs to be addressed. For the latter, delivery failure
rates have exceeded 15% signalling a need for improvement in the
current modus operandi. Failed deliveries incur extra delivery costs
for companies as they make repeated trips to the same doorstep.
As the e-commerce market in ASEAN grows to a predicted US$88
billion in less than a decade, last mile delivery solutions must
develop at the same pace to satisfy the expectations of millions
of customers.Singapore is currently undergoing some last mile
delivery developments and transformation:

TR46: Technical Reference for Last Mile Delivery
Jointly launched by the Singapore Manufacturing FederationStandards Development Organisation (SMF-SDO), Infocomm
Development Authority of Singapore and SPRING Singapore, the
TR46:2016 aims to standardise dataset formats and streamline
delivery processes between e-commerce retailers and logistics
service providers. A common format will vastly improve
communication between the various players in the e-commerce
supply chain; effectively reducing time, costs, and delivery errors,
and enabling a seamless experience for customers.

Smart Lockers
In Singapore, the Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA)
has been tasked to deploy a nationwide federated locker network
to transform the future of last mile deliveries in Singapore and
reduce house-to- house delivery inefficiencies, especially given the
increase in online shopping. Citing data from logistics providers,
IMDA said that more than one in 10 deliveries could not be fulfilled
due mostly to recipients not being at home. The locker system
proposal will not be tied to any single operator, and can be used by
all couriers, potentially benefiting more than 7,600 logistics service
providers operating in the country.

Drone Deliveries
The usage of drones is constantly evolving in ASEAN with many
developments in various countries. Drone deliveries cost less to
operate than traditional ground vehicles resulting in cost savings.
Delivery time is also greatly shortened allowing for the fulfillment
of same-day delivery for customers.
In September 2015, Singpost successfully conducted a recipient –
authenticated delivery via an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, its payload
included a letter and T-shirt. Furthermore, Singpost signed a
partnership agreement with Airbus Helicopters in April 2017, with
aims to develop an aerial drone delivery system for the urban city.
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e-Commerce Case Studies in
Singapore

Amazon Prime
In July 2017, Amazon Prime was officially launched in Singapore
with a 100,000 square feet facility located in the west part of
the country. Prime Now in Singapore marks Amazon’s first foray
in Southeast Asia and it runs on a new operating model which
leverages data and technology such as artificial intelligence to
achieve greater resource efficiency and near-real time delivery of
goods. Amazon Prime’s two-hour delivery service is only made
available through the Prime Now mobile app. It gives shoppers in
Singapore access to tens of thousands of products ranging from
groceries to electronics and sporting goods from its fulfillment
centre.

Redmart (www.redmart.com)
RedMart Limited was incorporated in 2011 and is based in
Singapore. RedMart Limited operates an online grocery portal in
Singapore. The company allows customers to buy fresh produce,
meat and seafood, dairy and chilled, bakery, frozen, beverages,
food cupboard, alcohol, health and beauty, household and pet, baby
and child, and home and outdoor products online. It also provides
home delivery services. As per the transaction announced on
November 2, 2016, RedMart Limited operates as a subsidiary of
Lazada South East Asia Pte. Ltd.

Lazada (www.lazada.com)
Headquartered in Singapore, Lazada Group is a privately owned
e-commerce company founded by Rocket Internet in 2011. As
of 2014, Lazada Group operated sites in Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam and had raised
approximately US$647 million over several investment rounds
from its investors such as Tesco, Temasek Holdings, Summit
Partners, JPMorgan Chase, Investment AB Kinnevik and Rocket
Internet.

Reebonz (www.reebonz.com)
Reebonz is an online platform for buying and selling luxury products.
They offer premium brands at deep discounts in private sales and
are modelled around the concept of ‘accessible luxury’, where
members can shop on web or mobile for an exciting collection of
new and pre-owned luxury merchandise. Reebonz is one of the
most established online luxury sales companies in Southeast Asia,
with business operations in eight countries, Singapore, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Thailand, Australia and South
Korea. Reebonz was established in 2009 when e-commerce was
just taking off in Asia and there was no clear market leader yet. It
was also the year of the Global Financial Crisis and many brands
and companies were dealing with overstock and Reebonz provided
just the platform for them to liquidate their inventory.

In April 2016, Alibaba Group announced that it intended to acquire
a controlling interest in Lazada by paying $500 million for new
shares and buying $500M worth of shares from existing investors.
The British supermarket company Tesco confirmed the sale of
8.6% of its holding in Lazada to Alibaba for $129 million. In June
2017, Alibaba Group increased its investment in Lazada by an
additional $1 billion, raising its stake from 51% to 83%. Alibaba
invested another $2 billion into Lazada in March 2018.
In Philippines, Lazada was ranked the top e-commerce player by
iPrice, garnering a staggering 67,679,800 monthly visits online in
April 2018 compared to its nearest pursuer Shopee with 9,165,600
visits a month. In Singapore alone, Lazada has over 5,000 retailers
listed on the site, including household names such as Watsons,
Best Genki and Gain City.
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In 2017, Reebonz opened its 250,000 sq ft headquarters in
Singapore, housing its regional distribution centre as well as its
global procurement and marketing operations. The S$42 million
facility provides the company with a strategic platform to manage
its regional cross border distribution from one single centre to
serve the region.

Supporting Agencies for e-Commerce
Development in Singapore

Changi Airport
Group (CAG)
CAG has established itself as
a leading air cargo and a major
transhipment hub in the region.
The key factors contributing
to its success are: superior
connectivity, high operational
efficiency, specialised cargo
handling capabilities, good
infrastructure, as well as a strong
logistics ecosystem. Changi Airport
achievements in 2018 include
the Diamond Award for Airports
more than 1million tonne and
Best Asia Specialty Cargo Airport
Award during Air Cargo World’s Air
Cargo Excellence Awards 2018.
CAG manages multi-tenanted
cargo agent buildings in Changi
Airfreight Centre (CAC) and works
closely with industry partners to
ensure the effective and efficiency
operations at CAC. Changi’s
extensive connectivity of more
than 7,400 weekly flights to more
than 400 cities allows the air freight
industry to aggregate shipments
and achieves consolidation effects.
CAG anticipates that the
e-commerce sector will continue
to grow and be amongst the
key drivers for Changi Airport’s
cargo throughput. The airport will
continue to work with key partners
to strengthen strategic links and
deepen connectivity to facilitate
this growth.
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Action Community for Entrepreneurship (ACE)
For startups looking to enter the e-commerce landscape, ACE exists as a support platform designed
to provide a holistic package to further nurture a vibrant & connected Startup ecosystem. This
collaboration between Enterprise Singapore and JTC provides co-innovation programmes between
corporates and startups favourable tax regimes. E-commerce start-ups are also able to tap on the
various support provided by ACE ranging from corporate innovation to peer group mentoring as well
as access to international markets and communities championing the global startup scene.
Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS)
The Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS) is a Statutory Board under the Ministry of Transport.
CAAS’ mission is to “Grow a safe, vibrant air hub and civil aviation system, making a key contribution
to Singapore’s success”. CAAS’ roles are to enable the growth of the air hub and aviation industry,
oversee and promote safety in the industry, provide air navigation services, and develop Singapore as
a centre of excellence for aviation knowledge and human resource development.
CAAS had supported the establishment of the eCommerce AirHub under the Aviation Development
Fund as part of efforts to transform Singapore Aviation, make the sector more efficient and competitive,
create better jobs and improve productivity using technology.

Economic Development Board (EDB)
The Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB), a government agency under the Ministry of
Trade and Industry, is responsible for strategies that enhance Singapore’s position as a global centre
for business, innovation, and talent.
EDB undertakes investment promotion and industry development in the manufacturing and
internationally tradable services sectors. Industries within their purview account for more than a third
of Singapore’s annual GDP. Besides facilitating investments, EDB engage Singapore’s existing base of
companies to transform their operations and boost productivity, and to generate growth in adjacent
and disruptive areas by growing new businesses out of Singapore.
EDB work with companies by providing information, connection to partners and access to government
incentives for their investments, as well as their transformation and growth initiatives. They also
work closely with other Singapore government agencies to constantly improve our pro-business
environment and ensure that the industries are supported by a globally competitive workforce through
talent development.
EDB has various schemes and grants ranging from research to productivity as well as training. On
top of that, tax incentives are also available to help jumpstart e-commerce related investments. The
EBD also has collaborations with other government agencies to roll out different support systems
and tap on each others’ resources to aid the local e-commerce scene. Further, with the notable joint
establishment of the IBM Smarter Commerce Centre of Competency (SCCOC) with IBM, it enables
the integration across the different silos of procurement, marketing, selling and fulfillment to enhance
the overall flow of e-commerce, enhancing Singapore’s global e-commerce footprint.

Enterprise Singapore (a new combined entity of Spring Singapore & International Enterprise Singapore)
International Enterprise Singapore and SPRING Singapore came together on 1 April 2018 as a single
agency to form Enterprise Singapore (ESG).
ESG is the government agency championing enterprise development. The agency works with
committed companies to build capabilities, innovate and internationalise. They also support the growth
of Singapore as a hub for global trading and startups. As the national standards and accreditation body,
ESG will continue to build trust in Singapore’s products and services through maintaining of quality
and standards.
To enable businesses to navigate today’s enterprise landscape, ESG has adopted a company-centric
approach. They do this by providing programmes and support catered to each company’s stage of
growth, the industry the company is in, and the overseas markets of interest.
Together with its extensive network of local and overseas partners, ESG support efforts to enhance
industry and enterprise competitiveness through the 23 Industry Transformation Maps (ITMs). ESG
will work with companies to capture new market share through upgrading and innovation; adoption of
new technologies to improve productivity; facilitate expansion into overseas markets; and strengthen
leadership capabilities to build the talent pool.
Other forms of support provided by ESG include financial and talent assistances, capability
development support as well as market access tools.
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Info-communications Media Development Authority (IMDA)
Since the launch of the Infocomm 21 blueprint by the Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA)
- formerly Infocomm Development Authority (IDA), the IMDA has introduced a revamped masterplan
named Connected Singapore. Under the four strategies of this blueprint, the IMDA’s vision is to create
potential and unleash possibilities through Infocomm which can assist e-commerce development in
Singapore via greater connectivity. This is done through training programmes, competency centers
and the Infocomm Local Industry Upgrading Programme (iLIUP).
Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (IRAS)
IRAS has also rolled out its plans to support e-commerce investments in Singapore. The National Trade
Platform (NTP) is an advanced trade information management platform to support companies in the
trade and logistics industry and adjacent sectors such as trade finance, where importers and exporters
would have access to all government-related and commercial trade services. This mainly involves the
electronic bill of lading and sea freight e-commerce.
The NTP will help businesses boost productivity by streamlining work processes, reducing inefficiencies
of manual trade document exchange, and leveraging data analytics for insights from their trade data,
so as to be well-equipped for the digital economy. It also enhances the competitiveness of local SMEs
in the field of e-commerce with regards to international trade and promote Singapore as a strategic
destination of choice for Traders, Shippers, Logistic and Trade Finance Companies around the globe.

JTC Corporation (JTC)
JTC Corporation (JTC) is the lead agency in Singapore to spearhead the planning, promotion and
development of a dynamic industrial landscape. Since its inception in 1968, JTC has played a major
role in Singapore’s economic development journey by developing land and space to support the
transformation of industries and create quality jobs.
JTC’s work exemplifies the vital role of infrastructure in economic transformation, and the need to
continually push the envelope of innovation. As Singapore transforms itself for the future, JTC will
continue to develop specialised land and new innovative space to support and catalyse new industry
clusters, in order to support the growth and transformation of industries and enterprises.

PSA Singapore
PSA Singapore is the flagship terminal of PSA International, one of the leading global port groups, with
port projects spanning across Asia, Europe and the Americas.
In Singapore, PSA operates a total of 60 berths with a handling capacity of 40 million TEUs yearly at
its container terminals in Tanjong Pagar, Keppel, Brani and Pasir Panjang.
In 2017, PSA Singapore handled 33.35 million TEUs of containers. PSA is:
• World’s Busiest Transhipment Hub – accounting for almost one-seventh of the world’s total container
transhipment throughput and more than 4% of global container throughput.
• One of the World’s Largest Refrigerated Container (Reefer) Ports – more than 9,000 reefer points;
handled almost 1.8 million TEUs of reefers in 2016.
• Excellent Connectivity – connected to 600 ports, with daily sailings to every major port in the world.

SkillsFuture Singapore [Formerly Workforce Development Agency]
Support for e-commerce in Singapore can also come in the form of skills upgrading for individuals
working in this field and other related sectors, enabling them to adapt their skills to become more
competent, increasing productivity overall. As a collaboration with Workforce Singapore, Skills Future
offers a wide range of skills for available for individuals to tap on and increase their competency.
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